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Kempers, Bram Painting, power and patronage: The rise of the professional artist in the Italian Renaissance.
Smithuijsen, Cas Een verbazende stilte. Weber, William Music and the middle class. The first similarity is the
appreciation of complexity and a detached way of enjoying art. Otte eds. The anthology thus turns out to be a
species of view of art history in the making, not only reporting on events and works but also on perceptions,
opinions, suppositions and assumptions , such as probably existedever sinceart was chosen to be the subject
ofjournalistic criticismat the time of the flrstsalons of the 18th century. Bennett, Andy Popular music and
youth culture. It was applied in conflicting ways. Genesis and structure of the literary field. Leuven: Acco.
And while both deserve praise if they read Proust, they should not be expected to do so, at least not in
evaluations that result in public policy. Cambridge: Polity Press. The ever more refined behaviour, which Elias
described in relation to eating habits and etiquette, included the domain of art. Peterson  This would seem
logical, considering the inherent link between the two when cultural hierarchy developed. Information on
occupation and age is added when quotes are substantial. Holt, Douglas B. Van Eijck ; Warde ; Coulangeon 
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press. Below, the four most important criteria that are often mentioned in
discourses on high and low culture are briefly discussed. Most critics followed the modern logic of
authenticity and innovation: leftist thinkers such as Horkheimer and Adorno []; cf. White Canvases and
careers. Again, music provides a good example of this interplay between civilised and intellectual distinction.
I conclude that contemporary distinctive practices undermine the classic hierarchy, yet without establishing an
explicit new hierarchy. An analysis and evaluation of taste. However, what does and does not survive the ages
is the result of social processes e. Bryson, B. Several inter-related processes from the sixteenth century on
resulted in a more and more explicit and socially meaningful cultural hierarchy. Practices versus perceptions
Hence, although both the classic and the modern logic were used to define high culture and to rank cultural
items, instances of the classic logic outnumbered the modern one. On the other hand, conservatives followed a
classic logic of cultural hierarchy: they used strong moral arguments to oppose popular culture. The
aforementioned domains are often demarcated on the basis of certain characteristics, which is a third way to
rank cultural items and fields hierarchically. Frankfurt: Campus Verlag. The first criterion is morality, which
is linked to civilisation. Holt ; Jarness  A third â€” again related â€” criterion is seniority. Opposite, low
culture is often denounced as immoral or vulgar, because it satisfies low senses and it can lead to sexual
licentiousness or violent behaviour cf.


